Backup & Business
Continuity Solutions

Datapac and Datto
By partnering with Datapac and Datto, your organisation can
benefit from the local knowledge and skills of Ireland’s leading
ICT provider combined with world-class back-up and business
continuity technologies from a global leader in this area.
Datapac offers a comprehensive range of end-to-end backup
and business continuity solutions to keep your mission critical
data protected and available. Whether on premise, in the
cloud or a hybrid combination of both, we will find the ideal
solution for you and let you focus on what you do best; adding
value to your business.
As an experienced and highly accredited service provider,
Datapac takes the time to understand your organisation’s
unique set of needs and matches it with an appropriate and
scalable solution. We provide a proactive service that ensures
any potential issues are identified and rectified before they
become real live problems.

Thousands of organisations worldwide trust Datto’s purpose-built cloud solutions and family of software and hardware devices
to provide Total Data Protection to their business data.

DATTO SIRIS
SIRIS goes beyond simple backup to provide a true business
continuity solution for businesses that can’t endure any
downtime. SIRIS delivers the most aggressive Recovery
Time Objectives (RTOs) to keep your business running, even
in the face of computer hardware failure, malware, or
natural disasters.

■ Insights into your data: This allows you to quickly and
easily find specific files and identify which documents have
been modified, created or deleted between backup points.

■ Instant Virtualisation: In the event of a disaster, it
allows you to shift your business applications onto the
virtual server in just six seconds. If the problem is more
widespread, your entire network can be moved to the
Cloud in a matter of minutes.

■ Easy file share with secure file sync and share capabilities
from SIRIS ownCloud. Share and access files from
anywhere, using desktop or mobile devices.

■ Incremental Backup: SIRIS takes one full back-up
when first installed. After that, incremental backups are
automatically applied to the last, so at any time a full,
current backup is ready for fast recovery.

■ Screenshot Backup Verification makes sure your backups
are complete and applications are always ready to recover.

■ Peace of mind that your data is always ‘recovery ready’ and
there are never any network errors or data corruption.

DATTO ALTO 2
ALTO 2 is the only continuity solution designed with small
businesses in mind. It gives you a compact and powerful
appliance that takes snapshots of your servers and
workstations, before replicating them to the ultra-secure
Datto Cloud, all for a minimal cost.
■ Reduced Downtime: Datto’s hybrid cloud technology
reduces downtime by saving backups both locally
and in the cloud. This gives greater protection for
your users’ systems and data through advanced
bandwidth management, local restoration, and full
cloud data copies.

■ Faster Recovery: Thanks to incremental backups,
you can also delete your oldest backup files to free up
storage space and speed up recovery
■ Backup Integrity with a screenshot verification giving
you confirmation that backups have been made
without errors or data corruption.
■ Total data protection whatever your operating system
is. ALTO 2 gives you peace of mind knowing that you
have the best possible data protection in place.

PROVEN SOLUTIONS
Datapac has a long and proven track record in delivering end-to-end backup and business continuity solutions that include:
hardware and software implementation; maintenance and support; and additional services such as disaster recovery testing.

DATAPAC MANAGED BACKUP AND
BUSINESS CONTINUITY

DATAPAC DISASTER
RECOVERY (DR) TESTING

Datapac offers comprehensive managed backup and
business continuity services tailored to your organisation’s
bespoke needs. Whether it’s a server crash, a power
outage or your company’s security is compromised by a
cyber-attack, Datapac ensures your business is up and
running with minimal data loss, customer frustration or
reputational damage.

Take advantage of our Disaster Recovery (DR) Testing
programme and make sure you stay one step ahead of
potential disasters. Having a trusted DR solution in place
is important, but so is testing it on a regular basis.

■ Monitoring: Our support team will proactively monitor
your backup systems 24/7 to ensure your backups run
smoothly.

During the test our DR expert will assess your Recovery
Time Objectives (RTOs) as well as create your recovery
documentation and procedures. We will present you with
a detailed report containing any issues as well as a full list
of recommendations.

■ Alerting: We will manage your backup and device
utilisations alerts and provide fast incident remediation.
■ Reporting: We will issue customised reports on your
backup infrastructure to give you a full overview of
backups ran, errors, data failures and fixes.

CONTACT US
Find out more about our Backup and Business
Continuity solutions and services.
Contact our team at

info@datapac.com
for a no obligation review.

HEAR WHAT OUR
CUSTOMERS SAY
“Datapac has been able to draw on its extensive
knowledge and expertise, and provide us with a
resilient backup and business continuity solution that
meets all of our requirements. The new virtualised
servers and continuous backup to the cloud will
ensure the security and availability of all data held by
Barretstown, including sensitive information like the
medical records of children staying on camp.”
John Fitzgerald, operations director, Barretstown

